
SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER 1980

EDITOR STILL NEEDED

AMPS still needs an Editor, beginning with the Jan-
uary TELL . We do now have a Publisher, namely David
Durham, our Eastern Regional Director . I, as interim
Editor, stand ready to give all necessary assistance to a
new Editor, and Felix Ganz, as you will see in this
special issue, turns out an amazing stream of readable
and interesting copy . One way or another, TELL will go
on . But the path will be far smoother if someone steps
forward to take up the Editorship . For now, send articles
and other TELL material to the present interim TELL edi-
tor, Bob Zeigler, for forwarding.

ELECTIONS ; DUES NOTICE

The Nominations Committee has come up with a new
slate of officers for 1981-82 . Ballots are enclosed;
PLEASE VOTE!

DUES FOR 1981 ARE PAYABLE NOW! Regrettably, we have
had to raise dues from $5 .00 to $6 .00 ($1 .00 increase in
foreign rates also), in anticipation of postal rate in-
creases and higher costs . Please help your society by
rejoining and paying your dues promptly.

BOTH DUES AND BALLOT SHOULD BE MAILED TO THE
TREASURER :

FRANK YOUNG
412 N . MAIN ST.
HERKIMER, NY 13350

Act now!!

A QUADRUPLE ISSUE!

This issue contains as much text as four regular
issues . Much of it has been written by the tireless Felix
Ganz . This issue serves to "catch us up" to date, over-
coming the problem caused by the temporary cessation of
publication between July and October .
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FRON THE AWARD CHAIRMAN

I wanted to be left alone . "Showing" stamps in a
stamp show was not for me . Until an officer of our
Society wrote me that a mostly Swiss show was going to
be held in New Jersey and that as many collections as
possible were needed to make the show a success.

Reluctantly I promised to "slap something together ."
I had a sort of special collection of "'Wilhelm Tell" and
prepared this collection for that show.

Now it is five years later and my room has quite a
collection of trophies, medals and certificates of win-
nings from various shows . Recently I started a third
subject which I ho e to have ready in 1981 for showing.

I wrote the above for those 90% or so members of
our Society who are as reluctant to show as I once was.

Preparing a collection for a show requires more
fantasy, patience and a little skill to set your col-
lection up than very expensive and rare stamps, which
are for most of us out of reach . Try your show material
at a small, local show first . If you need pointers as
to how to set up your collection, write to your Society
with your general or specific questions . You will def-
initely get an answer from somewhere.

Furthermore, your Society needs your help in return.
If you know of a local, regional, national or any other
show that will have at least three Swiss and/or
Liechtenstein collections in one showing, let your Award
Chairman know . Your Society awards medals to these shows
if the overall quality of these shows justifies our
giving an award . Besides gold, silver and bronze medals,
the AHPS also awards honorable mention certificates.

To each show of importance, mentioned in the APS
magazine, we write about our medals but we need more ex-
posure to make our Society grow . Your help is needed
and appreciated .

Jan Donker

LIFE MEMBERSHIPS

The Board of Directors has voted to make two persons
life members of AHPS . Jan Donker, our first President
following the merger, and Robert T . Clarke, our longtime
publisher who has in fact fulfilled many roles over the
years, are now life members . Donker's life membership
dates from January 1, 1980, and Clarke's from January 1,
1981.
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Mr . Schio, architect by profession, is a collector, active
philatelist and philatelic administrator . He published the
basic study on the Swiss Numerals issue, presides over the
Commission that tests and licenses the official experts of
the Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies, has just
become the president of the Swiss Postal Stationery Society,
and was the central cog in organizing GABRA, Switzerland's
first postal stationery and postal history-only exhibition.

This study originally appeared in German in 50JahrePhila-
telistenvereinBurgdorf, 1972 ; but it has been extended and
reviewed by the author for TELL before being translated.

During the years of the Helvetic Republic great efforts
were made to unify postal services and rates in the
territory of the affiliated Swiss Cantons. Prior to that period
truly chaotic conditions had existed because of the arbit-
rary, capricious, or self-serving attitudes of those in
charge of the many co-existing postal systems . Thus a
letter from Zürich Fribourg cost 4 kreuzers ; but one from
Fribourg to Zürich, 9 : And this state of affairs was the
rule rather than the exception . When the Central Helvetic
Government, in early June of 1799, moved from Luzern to
Bern, the postal monopoly of the Bernese Fischer family was
canceled and transferred to the Helvetic Minister of Finan-
ce . After the legislative councils had passed respective
laws on September 3 and November 15 of that year, matters
seemed to be finalized ; but the Fischers insisted on their
rights -- especially on a fifteen year lease that had been
negotiated with the (old) Bern government in 1793 -- and
demand two million old francs in compensations . . .a sum
exceeding the means and the finances of the new Republic.

After lengthy negotiations, the Helvetic Directory in Octo-
ber of 1801 issued a decree -- not seeking to solve the
impasse on how to indemnify the Fischers and the rather mo-
dest sum they had asked for as compensation (if looked at
in proper perspective) -- which placed the heretofore Fi-
scher-leased postal operations in the Cantons of Valais,
Leman, Fribourg, Bern, Solothurn, Oberland, Aargau and Lu-
zern into the hands of the Central Government . But already
on November 22, 1802 the practical application of this de-
cree had to be scrapped because of the special circumstan-
ces and other, more pressing matters, resulting .in the
Fischer posts surviving the Helvetic Republic's years even
though they were forced to pay the sums previously due to
the old cantons (75,000 to Bern ; 1000 to Solothurn ; and
500 Frs . to Fribourg) to the Central Government.

The most daring attempt of the Helvetic years was the ap-
plication of a unified tariff for all Swiss territories.
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The rates for letters were established by weight per 1/8 of
an ounce (1/3 of an ounce approximately equaling 3½ grams)
and by distance . Thus a letter of 3/8 oz . cost a Halfbatzen
over a distance of six foot hours or less, but one Batzen
for a distance of from 6 to 13 hours . Letters delivered
within the range of the same post office had to be prepaid.

The painstakingly established improvements died with the re-
establishment of the cantons' sovereignty, in the Mediation
period (1803) . On August 2 of that year the Swiss Diet voted
to return postal privileges to the individual cantons . As a
result the postal rates immediately reverted to as complex
and complicated a system as had been in existence prior to
1798 . Thus a single weight letter from Appenzell to Vevey
now cost 30 Rappen, but 45 Rappen if mailed in the reverse
direction; and for the delivery of letter mail tosmall, off
the beaten track towns almost arbitrary surtax sums were
charged.

During the years of the French occupation military corres-
pondences had to be forwarded by special couriers . This re-
sulted in a heavy financial burden on the respective local
authorities . From mid-September to the end of 1799 alone,
for example, more than 172,000 military letters had to be
handled free of charge.

Observing the postal conditions of Burgdorf more specifical-
ly, it should be noted that one postal route existed, in
May of 1800, from Bern, continuing by way of Huttwil, Wil-
lisau and Wolhusen to Luzern ; and it has been established
that a postal facility (without postmark) existed in Burg-
dorf since 1773.

The first postmarks of towns from that general region are
found by 1805 for Aarberg, Bern, Burgdorf, Erlach, Langen-
thal, Langnau, and Nidau. For Burgdorf the canceller ' s in-
itial (French) spelling was BERTHOU (Fig.1), changed in

1807 to BERTHOUD
(Fig .2) . Between
1310 and 1812 a ra-
ther fancy oval,
BURGDORF IN DER
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SCHWEIZ (Fig .3) was in use . The small straightline BURGDORF
(Fig .4) so far is ascertained only for the year 1813 . It was
succeeded in that same year by a quasi serifed script mark-
ing (Fig .5) which is found in both black and red to 1832.

From 1824 to 1825 a straightline device in serifed caps also
is recorded.

When the Fischer posts were taken over by the Bern
government in 1832 -- an operation more successful than the stymied
efforts of the Helvetic Government -- the marking shown as
Fig .5 was replaced by a small straightline (Fig .7).

The Bernese authorities tried quite hard to improve the
postal services on their territory . This included not only the
establishing of new offices, but better connections as well.
Thus it is amusing to read an advertisement in the Berner
Volksfreund of December 9, 1832, which states : "Those work=
men, in the city or in the country, who are interested in
constructing several new postal vehicles, are invited to in-
quire thereon at the Direction of Posts which then will pro-
vide additional information .''-- Postal vehicles were very
important in those years, and the public was most interested
in seeing improvements in this respect.

Beginning on January 1, 1833, a "diligence" left Bern daily
at noon, for Solothurn . Parcels and money letters ("Valoren")
had to be posted one hour prior to departure, regular let-
ters by a half-hour later . The "diligence" was a vehicle for
rapid transportation of passengers and mail, with two horses,
the coach body hanging in chains rather than depending on
springs, and with four wheels . For regular letter transpor-
tation most often two-wheeled "cabriolets" were used . Pri-
ces in the diligence, for passengers, were 15 Batzen -- ac-
cording to an advertisement in the Berner Volksfreund of
July 6, 1833 -- from Burgdorf to Bern, and 20 Batzen from
Burgdorf to Murgenthal (at the canton's border).In-between
distances were charged at 4 Batzen per foot hour (a distance
of 4800 meters, or about three miles).

At the same time letter rates were as follows : 2 kreuzer for
a single rate piece of mail (one sheetlet, or half a postal
sheet) over a distance of six foot hours . A letter of that
weight, from Burgdorf to Aarberg thus was 2 kr ., to Aarwan-
gen 2 kr ., to Affoltern in Emmental 4 kr ., to Grindelwald
8 kr .,, or to Interlaken 6 kr ., etc . Letters for Appenzell
canton cost 10 kr . ; for Basel 6 kr . ; for Grisons and Geneva
cantons 10 kr . ; for St .Gallen 8 kr . ; etc.

In 1833 the citizenry of Burgdorf was informed that the
post office would remain open, as an improvement of the lo-
cal service, until 9 p.m., for posting letters in person,
and until 10 p .m . for letters deposited in the box . Letters
not called for at the office in person by 9 a .m. or 4 p .m.
were delivered to the home of the addressee by "a trustwor-
thy person. " That person, at least in 1837, was a maid who
could neither read nor write, but carried the letters in an
open arm basket:
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A comparison of actual cost of 150 years ago
and now is always a difficult matter ; but it is
interesting nevertheless to note that 2 Kreuzer
in those days (1830) were equal to	 Batzen, for
a letter from Burgdorf to Bern . A worker back
in those years may have earned less than 20 Rap-
pen (2 Batzen) per hour . Translating this intopresent-day
figures or relative cost, a letter over the same distance,
today would have to cost. SFr . 1 .50 (but actually costs 40
cts .) . -- Until halfway through the nineteenth century, it
was considered impolite to prepay a letter, and as a rule
the recipient paid the charges.

Following a request by the Burgdorf town council its first
post office, early in 1834, was given a circular date stamp
(Fig .8) . The month slugs are in French simply because these
date marks at the time were manufactured in Paris . Subse-
quent date strikes and other markings are shown in Figures
9 through 23, with indication of years of use.

By 1831 the walled town of Burgdorf had 1940 inhabitants.
These grew to 3340 by 1846, businesses having been estab-
lished there accounting for the major reasons of the in-
crease . In the 1836 issue of the Adressbuch der Republik
Bern, (by C .v .Sommerlatt) Burgdorf is listed with almost 50
businesses, and this may explain the need for improvement
of the postal facilities in the locality.

For a long time Burgdorf did not have its specific postal
building . In 1832 the office was located in the Stadthaus
inn, and prior to that one surmises that the house which
now is occupied by the Zbinden drugstore served as postal
place of business (Kronenplatz) . In 1844 the then postmas-
ter moved the postal facility to the Emmenhof (also called
the Orphanage) . Much as the new location made sense in ev -
ery respect, there were complaints that its being 80 paces
outside of the old town's Schmiedentor was a great incon-
venience : -- We know the names of some of Burgdorf's post-
masters : in 1823 it was a Johann Ris ; in 1832 a Jakob Ris,
notary public, who was reelected in 1837 . Annual

remuneration was 800 L; but the postmaster had to furnish the postal
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facility without compensation.

In 1850 the post office was moved back "inside the walls,"
to Hohengasse 8, where it was joined in 1852 by the

telegraph office Edmund Gehretpof Lauenen, was elected postmas-
ter, telegrapher and letter carrier, for an annual honora-
rium of 1740 Fr . Only five years later was he given an as-
sistant, Johann von Ballmoos, who took over the carrier's
duties, and in 1858 a second carrier was hired, for an annu-
al salary of 600 Fr.
Letters were distributed thrice daily within the

town; parcels and money order items twice. On June 1, 1859 the
postal facility was elevated, by postal decree, to a regular

post office . First chief of this office was a Johannes Ho-
del who had under him two clerks and two letter carriers.
By 1864 mail was delivered four times daily ; and in 1871 the
windows were open uninterruptedly from 7 a .m. to 9 p .m.

When Burgdorf received a railway station -- located far away
from the old town -- a new agglomeration of houses developed
in that area . In 1857 the initial line, from Bern to Herzo-
genbuchsee and Aarburg, was opened . Lines to Solothurn (1875 ),
Langnau i .E . (1881) and direct to Thun (1899) followed ; and
as early as 1878 the PTT opened a branch office in the
former "Barcelona" house, at 702 Middle Station Road, with three
employees . The "Middle Station Road" was a new street, de-
veloped across open meadows around 1875, as a direct connec-
tion between the old town and the railway station . The bran-
ches' first two postmarks are shown as Figs . 24 and 25.
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In 1886, as records show, the main office uptown employed 13
people ; and in December of that year that facility received
its first telephone switchboard, to service 12 subscribers:
On July 1, 1889 the main office moved to Hohengasse 39-41,
and on the second floor of that office a separate telephone
office was installed in 1894. By 1900 subscribers numbered
already 180.

By the fall of 1898 the branch office at the station was mo-
ved into the side tract of the Guggisberg Hotel (today Post-
strasse 10), and that facility used postmarks reading either
Burgdorf-Filiale or Burgdorf-Bahnhof, the latter one appar-
ently in use only less than 4 years.

The rapid growth of railway mails prompted the elevation of
the former branch office near the station to Burgdorf's main
post office on May 1, 1900, and conversely the demotion of
the office uptown to a branch, now called "FILIALE", and re-
named BURGDORF 2 only in 1942, on December 1) . Referring
back to railway mails, the PTT administration in 1870 owned
52 RPO cars covering an annual 3½ million kilometers, over
a total of 45 routes . By 1895 that had grown to 105 routes
served by 138 RPOs, and the total annual kilometer coverage
was almost 19 million.

In 1925 the main office near the station moved into a new
office, at
the station
road . Alto-
gether 29
employees
took care
of the pop-
ulation's
postal needs
in 1898 . In
1900 there
were already
36, for a
town that
had grown
to a total
number of
8400 inhab-
itants.

This type of collecting, although concentrating on cancel-
lations, fits into the general type of "Heimat " collecting.
On the following page are shown additional postal items re-
lating to what can he considered a Burgdorf Heimat collecti -
on, a type of collecting currently very much " in" in Europe .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN

By FELIX GANZ

SWISS POSTAL FACILITIES ABROAD AND FOREIGN FACILITIES
ON SWISS SOIL, III

ITALY : At the time when the first Swiss postal
agencies south of the Alps were established, that
country was politically very different frompresent-day
Italy . Lombardy and Venetia, the former until 1859 and
the latter until 1866, were part of the Austrian Empire.
The river Ticino and the Verbano (Lago Maggiore) were

the dividing line between those political entities and
the Kingdom of Sardinia (which annexed Lombardy in 1859
and became the Kingdom of Italy in 1861) . Still farther
west was the neutral territory of Savoy which in 1860
was annexed to France.

With political turmoil brewing almost continually it
becomes understandable why Swiss postal coach lines were
the trusted carriers of mail over the ancient pass routes
of the Simplon, the St . Gotthard, the Splügen, and the
Maloja, from Switzerland into the Italian regions.

Various conventions (quoting Mrs . Rawnsley) were
worked out between Sardinia and Switzerland, "governing
the conditions under which Swiss vehicles were allowed
to operate on Italian soil and laying down rules for the
care and conveyance of passengers and freight ." The
Sardinian authorities seemed content to let the Swiss
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organize the mail system over the alpine passes, even to
the extent of paying them to do so . Thus the Swiss mail
coach run over the Simplon pass, to Arona (on Lake Mag-
giore) received an Italian annual subsidy of S . Fr.
4000 ., payable in quarterly installments ; but on the
other hand the Swiss mail coaches, or diligences, were
subject to a tax of 1 centesimo per horse and per kil-
ometer, or for example of 83 c . for the Isella-Arona
run .

The oldest Swiss agency abroad, and the only one
still existing today, was established at Domodossola
(or Domo d'Ossola) in 1849 . Although it still possesses
a Swiss postmark (and is listed in the annual issue of
the Swiss PTT ; Ortsverzeichnis) that agency is subject
to the so-called "Simplon Agreement" and is restricted to
act as a parcel exchange office only . It may not accept
mail, nor cancel Swiss stamps . If there is service
mail, however, the agreement directs the
agency to apply its cds as a quasi "cor-
ner card," frank the respective letter
if it is subject to postage with Italian
stamps, and then post it on the next
Swiss RPO circulating between Domo-
dossola and Brig, thus creating an in-
teresting document on which Italian
stamps receive a Swiss RPO cds!

Other Italian towns with Swiss agencies on the Sim-
plon route include : Isella (or Iselle di Trasquera),
1864-1920 ; Vogogna (186 -1888) ; Ornavasso (1862-1888);
Gravellona (1871- 1888) ; Baveno (1861- 1883) ; Stresa
(1864-1883) ; and Arona (1861-1883), with the two last-
named also serving the southern end of the St . Gotthard
route by way of Lake Maggiore.

On the secondary border route from Locarno, via the
Centovalli, to Domodossola, a Swiss postal agency ex-
isted, from 1908 to 1916, in Santa Maria Maggiore.

The St . Gotthard pass route's western leg, south-
west from Bellinzona and via Magadino or Locarno,
spawned the Swiss offices along Lake Maggiore, in Luino
(1857-19 . .) ; Cannobio (1871-88) ; Intra (1883-88, with
a separate Swiss cds for that town's shipping agency:
AGENZIA DI NAVIGAZIONE known for 1886) ; and Pallanza
(1871-88).

The eastern leg of the St . Gotthard route, over
Ceneri pass through Lugano and Chiasso, gave rise to
Swiss agencies in Como (1874-84) ; Camerlat (1852-1869);
and Milano (1857-60 and 1863-93) . Of special interest
might be that the office in Camerlata, from 1861 on, was
shared with the private mail carrier service MERZARIO of
Milano.
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On the Italian side of the Splügen pass, an ancient
trade route used for hundreds of years by messengers and
freight carriages fron Chur, the upper Rhine valley,
St . Gallen, and localities around Lake Constance, a host
of Swiss postal agencies existed . From north to south
they were at: Monte Spluga, atop the pass (1868-19 . .);
Pianazzo (1866-1918) ; Campodolcino (1862-1918) ; San
Giacomo-Filippo (1908-18) ; Chiavenna (at the intersection
with the Maloja pass route 1861-1921) ; and along the
eastern shore of Lake Como , at Colico (1874-86) ; Bellano
(1868-75) ; Varenna (1868-75) ; Bellagio (1869-75) ; and
Lecco (1868-75).

East of Chiavenna, and leading into Switzerland's
Bregaglia (Bergell) valley which connects to the upper
Engadine by way of the Maloja pass, Swiss agencies ex-
isted at Villa di Chiavenna (1987-84) and Castasegna
Dogana (1884-1921).

Colico lies at the end of the Valtellina, or Velt-
lin valley, a region which belonged, with some inter-
ruptions and through 1797, to the Grisons for several
hundred years, with the result that the native popula-
tion still feels rather strong ties to their former
"masters ." In this valley, into which feeds the Swiss
valley of Poschiavo (Puschlav) near Tirano and which
continues northeast to the Swiss border near the Stelvio
pass, several Swiss postal agencies took care of valley
and transit traffic . Their locations and years of ex-
istence were as follows : Morbegno (1869-76) ; Sondrio
(1869-76) ; Ponte, or San Carlo di Ponte (1874-76);
Treseneda (1874-76) ; and Tirano (1869-1908--this last
one eliminated upon completion of the Bernina railway
from Samedan and St Moritz).

According to Mrs . Rawnsley, the 'people of the upper
Adda (Valtellina) valley petitioned that the Swiss coach
service be extended beyond Tirano . The petition was
granted by the Italian authorities, and in 1869 the
Swiss post office established a service into the upper
valley, with offices at Grossotto (1869-76) ; Bolladore
(1874-76) ; Bormio Borgo (1860-76) ; and Bormio Bagni
(spa ; 1875-76) . The entire Valtellina service was very
difficult to maintain (it lay entirely outside of
Switzerland) and it was terminated by the Swiss post
office in 1876 and continued with the same rolling
stock by the Italian "Impresa di Messaggeria Valtel-
linese ."

Not all 38 offices south of the Alps seem to have
had postmarks ; or at least specimens of such markings
do not seem to survive from all 38 . Those known are
shown below, in alphabetical order.
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Illustrations of any additional strikes will be
received with great pleasure since it would be nice to
be able to finalize this interesting chapter of Swiss
postal history.

An entirely different type of "Swiss post offices
abroad" concerns diplomatic pouch mail . While in the
United States mail transported in a diplomatic pouch
from countries with U .S . diplomatic representation is
usually cancelled in Washington, producing U .S . can-
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cellations on foreign postage stamps, the Swiss diplo-
matic courier service in Bern uses an unusual date
marking On Swiss stamps or NEXT TO foreign stamps on
letters sent to that bureau in Bern, for forwarding to
a diplomatic mission somewhere in the world (while let-
ters from a mission abroad most often receive the cds
Bern 3 Bundeshaus) . The canceller consists of the three
large letters D P F (Département politique fédéral)
across the middle of which a date bridge runs, with day,
month year and hour in Arabic figures,
followed by a cap letter . This marking
has been seen with dates from 1965 to
the present ; but it is probably quite
a bit older . Reports of earlier strikes
as well as cap letters used after the
hour will be appreciated.

A FAREWELL FROM THE PRESIDENT

At the close of my two-year term I want to take this
opportunity to thank the other officers of AHPS who have
served with me . Some of those officers will be going on
to serve another term or in different positions, and I
hope that the society will continue to grow under their
stewardship.

The difficulties of the past few months should not
blind us to the continued achievements of this society.
We have grown in membership by about 20% over the past
two years, and we hope that this pace of growth will be
sustained in future months . We are currently the largest
society for Swiss philately outside of Switzerland
itself.

Unfortunately, such growth will not be possible if
more of our members do not make some effort to become
involved in the leadership and activities of this organi-
zation . Indeed, the events of the past few months have
served to show us how much we depend on the good will and
integrity of a very few people . No society can hope to
survive for long without a dedicated corps of officers,
and without continual renewal of this corps of officers
from within . It is my fervent hope that some of our many
members who have thus far not seen fit to participate in
any way other than reading the magazine will take a more
active role . It is not asking very much to request that
people make an effort to recruit friends into the society
or perhaps to prepare a simple article on a favorite
cover or area of interest.

In future months, assuming that I have no further
responsibilities, I am going to resume efforts on the
Handbook of Swiss Philately . To those of you who have
assisted me and those who have sent greetings or en-
couragement, my sincere thanks.
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In Helvetia copper is king! Helvetia, Arizona thatis!

From mountain crag to eastern sloping highlands and valleys of

the Santa Ri ta Mountain range between Tucson and Tombstone

lies the Helvetia mining district embracing seme 90 square miles

of rugged terrain rich in copper–bearing ores.

From the time of the Civil War prospectors wandered in and out

of the area looking for that ever–elusive find of precious minerals.

But primitive methods and technologies must give way, and discovery

of the region's real riches – copper and its allied elements –

attracted (beginning about 1880) the backing of more knowledgeable

and affluent interests, each successively more sophisticated as

the technology of copper mining and ore extraction developed.

Today Helvetia and surrounding mining districts either await or

are in process of large-scale mining development.

One Ben Hefti, an early day miner, is credited with naming the

Helvetia mining district after his native Switzerland . The old,

abandoned mining camp and community of Helvetia had its own post

office for several years beginning in 1899.

To honor the Third National AHPS convention in Phoenix, January 16

to 18 , 1981, member Bill Kolliker of El Paso has prepared the

special cachet shown . The cachet is one of a set of three celebrating

ARIPEX 1981 which is being held in conjunction with our own AHPS
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convention . For $ 2 .00 you can have the set of three cacheted

covers from Donn Lueck, Western Regional Manager . Donn is acting

as coordinator for AHPS activities at ARIPEX 1981. His address is

6238 North 38th Drive, Phoenix, Az . 85019.

A NOTE TO TELL AUTHORS

Any literary contribution to TELL is appreciated--
whether it's a little piece on "My favorite Swiss Cover,"
or a "how-to" article on exhibiting or collecting, or a
specialist article.

We plan to stay in the present format for 1981 . To
make things easier for the Editor, PLEASE submit your
material as follows:

1. CLEANLY TYPED COPY.

2. COPY SHOULD BE 6 inches wide . A full TELL page,
prior to the 20% printing reduction, measures
6" wide by 10" high.

Material not meeting these requirements will have to
be retyped or returned to the sender for retyping.
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROH THE SALES CIRCUIT MANAGER

My first year is completed and a financial report
has been sent to [resident Bob Zeigler . But for one
disturbing note, the year was a very good one . Over
$10,000 of material was circulated and almost 50% was
sold .

However, due to the carelessness, inattention, con-
fusion or whatever of two members, two sales circuits
were lost . In each case the circuit was underinsured.
The excuse offered in each case boils town to, "I
treated the circuit the same as an APS circuit ." I was
unable to collect from these members and the society
suffered the consequences--almost $500 .00.

This situation, if it occurs in the 1980-81 season
will not be treated in a similar manner . New rules for
buyers and sellers have been written and distributed.
Any member forwarding a circuit for less than the re-
maining amount (maximum $400 .00) does so at his own risk!
You will be held fully liable for the value of the cir-
cuit if it is lost . The APS is self insured over the
first $50 .00 . WE ARE NOT!

Buyers are reminded that rule #5 must be followed to
aid buyers in determining the remaining value.

Please excuse the harsh tone of this letter . I
feel very strongly about this subject and felt that the
message warranted the tone.

On a more pleasant note, circuit participation forms
are pouring in . As usual I have more members wanting to
buy than I have books to circulate . Please get your
material to me as soon as possible . Sellers waiting
until December or January, as most did last year, do
themselves a disservice . A late circuit receives only
one routing instead of two or possibly three.

Circuit books are available from me in three sizes
(single, block, cover) at three for $1 .00--domestic
addresses and Canada only . Overseas 1st class rate is
$1 .00 each . Payment can be made in cash, check, or
mint U .S . postage stamps .

Howard Riemann
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Felix Ganz

Pictured on these pages are examples of Liechtenstein's 3
train stations ' markings obliterating Liechtenstein stamps
on (addressed) covers, and giving the impression that the
Swiss practice of enlisting train station personnel for
canceling first class mail (under special circumstances)
also exists in Liechtenstein.

Unfortunately, the samples of the Princi-
pality ' s three stations : Schaan-Vaduz,
Nendeln, and Schaanwald, on the Feldkirch
(Austria) to Buchs (Switzerland)line, are
total, made-to-order favor items, never
mailed, and addressed tohimself, perhaps
after the fact, by the Swiss collector
who created hundreds of similar spurious
items and oddities, by having cable car,
tramway, ship, cogwheel railway and even
skilift personnel affix their various station or service
marks on his prepared and never mailed covers.

Even in Switzerland the practice of using train station
personnel for canceling weekend or late evening mail, in
order to speed up mail handling and eventual delivery, is
limited to the federal railway lines, plus those private
lines (generally speaking) that have, during the workweek,
RPOs operating over their tracks.
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In Liechtenstein the country's only rail line is operated
by the Austrian National Railways (Oesterreichische Bun-
desbahn), not the Swiss, but the postal service is under
the Swiss PTTs general responsibility (and part of postal
district IX : St . Gallen) . Therefore Austrian station per-
sonnel in the Prinicipality is NOT part of Liechtenstein ' s

postal agreements with Switzerland.
Therefore any such covers do not exist legally and have
never served any postal purpose . They may be amusing

evidence of the dogged pursuit of a collector's goal for
completeness in his special hobby, but nothing else.
Therefore beware from paying a lot of money for such out
and out favor items, if ever offered to you:

Seven faithful AHPS-ers : Marilyn Meyer, Vern Gideon,
Mitchell George, Irving Silverman, Wayne Fitzgibbons, and of-
ficers Bob Zeigler and Felix Ganz showed up at the inform-
al meeting during a huge CPS Show and discussed members'
ideas for the future of AHPS . New catalogues were looked
at, a few collecting problems solved, a lot of interest-
ing revenue and other stamps looked at, and the format and
contents of TELL scrutinized.
While it would have been nice to have twice as many people
in attendance, it was a good meeting .
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Ernest A . Kehr, our renowned member, was the "Featured In-
terview " in Stamp Show	 News ' October, 1980 issue . He was
presented as "Ernest A . Kehr : International Leader of Phil-
ately" in the article by Viola Ilma. The interview is very
revealing and shows Ernie, as behooves him, as a man who
cannot be bought and who steps out when he does not like
things some of his clients (philatelic ones at the

government level) do. It also gives quick glimpses at the remark-
ably many things Ernest Kehr has undertaken for the good of
philately . Write on, and right on, Monsieur Kehr:

At the Chicago Philatelic Society ' s 1980 Awards Banquet,
November 1, former AHPS president and editor pro tem Felix
Ganz received the Saul Newbury Award, Chicagoland ' s most
coveted recognition a philatelist in that region can re-
ceive . These awards have been made since 1945 -- with years
when no one received it -- and the recipients include such
names as David Lidman, Richard McCabeen+, Elmer and Marian
Zinsmeister, Dr . J . Matejka +,Samuel Ray, Arthur Salm,

Bernard Hennig, etc., etc. The award is literally "sprung" on
the recipient at the banquet, and the previous awardee in-
troduces the new winner by increasing clues to his or her
identity as the speech progresses . The medal is a 5 ounce
piece of silver, properly inscribed . Felix' exhibit, seven
frames of Swiss military mail, 1900 - 1920, received ver-
meil and the War Cover Club ' s trophy, an enameled pewter
plate .
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reviewed by Felix Ganz

ZUMSTEIN & CIE ., BERN IS SEVENTY-FIVE
Those of you subscribed to the Berner

Briefmarken-Zeitung, of Zumstein's had a real surprise in their mail in
Octobers a special "Jubilee Issue" of the B journal,
with glorious reproductions, in true color, of about 80
Swiss classic items (stamps and covers), some modern ra-
rities, and about 175 delectable super items from around
the world -- all for sale, by the way, to first-comers.
The color plates alone make it more than worth to own

this special issue (price unknown) ; but in addition one
finds a history of the firm, a photographic tour of the
localities at Zeughausgasse, and an extremely interest-
ing double article on comparative expertization methods
of postage stamps and the discovery of forgeries, by Max
Hertsch, owner of the firm.
We do not know if non-subscribers to the BBZ may avail

themselves of this special issue ; but you may want to
inquire at : ZUMSTEIN, POB 2585, 3001 BERN (Switzerland).

LINN'S WORLD STAMP ALMANAC, Third Edition . A Handbook for
Stamp Collectors . Published by Amos Press, Inc . POB 29,
SIDNEY OH 45367 (the publishers of Linn ' s Stamp News).
This volume has been of tremendous help to all stamp

collectors, and that is attested to by thecurrent, third
edition in less than four years . Thanks to numerous col-
laborators who assisted Linn ' s staff in updating such
chapters as available philatelic literature, the present
edition is a vast improvement over the first one . For
Switzerland collectors there is now a sizeable litera-
ture section (p .496-97), and even for Liechtenstein
there are eight entries of important source books.
As is true of any almanac, many chapters do not change

beyond updating of annual facts ; but the updating here
seems to have been done with great care . There are sec-
tions on "Terms and Abbreviations", "Law and Philately",
"Philately's Role in History," or U .S.Postal Regulations ;"
--in shorts a lot for any stamp collector for a few $$:

LES PTT DANS LA CITE (Les postes genevoises hier et au-
jourd'hui) ; PTT District of Geneva Directorate, April

1980 ; 62 pages ; IN FRENCH. -- This multilithed volume
contains a preface on Geneva postal services from earli-
est times to 1830 ; the Geneva Cantonal Posts, 1830-49;
Geneva under the Federal Posts ; and, in the second part,
chapters on more modern activities of the Geneva postal
district . A third part looks into the future.
Quite well illustrated (black and white) one gets a

lot of glimpses it the postal history and current
problems. There are cute illustrations of old vehicles and

there are tables and charts of numbers of manhandled,
and there are illustrations of entire early letters with
Geneva markings, as well as reproductions of texts of
laws and handbills governing Geneva postal services --
and, naturally, illustrations of Geneva Cantonal stamps.
Price : ??; but inquire at the address given in Geneva.
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In October/November Martin Schwab, POB 74, 8307 Effretikon
ZH (Switzerland) sent out a price list (No .14) with twenty-
seven pages of mostly Swiss offers, called "Angebot ." The
listing includes souvenir sheets, collections, covers, er-
rors and plate flaws, tête -bêches, airmails, officials, etc.
for a total of about 1300 items . Interested parties should
write for a sample copy of these lists (all in German).

If you collect postal stationery of Switzerland and Liech-
tenstein, you might be well off to inquire at Hoffers,

	

-
ersand Stationery, Inc ., POB "H", Cornwall NY

	

1 . That
firm specializes in postal stationery and covers of the
world, but has a nice selection of Switzerland items.

BriefAuktionZürich (Hans R . Schwarzenbach) Limmatquai 72,
8001 Zürich (Switzerland) on November 29 held its first auc-
tion . About 1600 lots, practically ALL photographed in the
catalogue (which also had four color pages of particularly
attractive items), were offered . Postal history collectors
should look at the next catalogue of this firm which is
planned for 1981 . There were a lot of hard to find things.

Private collector I . V . Cohen showed up at CPS in Chicago
and wanted to sell a very special souvenir folder of Swiss
Railroad Stamps . If you are interested, contact him direct
at either Milwaukee (414)-963-1106, or Houston (713) 524-8139.

If you still do not know about Ed Chalfant and Riviera Co .,
their monthly newsletter, their mail auction sales, and
their offerings of catalogues, stamps, and covers, then you
quite likely are missing something . That firm regularly ad-
vertises in TELL and can be reached at POB 6250, Santa
Barbara CA 93111 . Ed advised that he will be at Aripex '81.
Roger Koerber, 605 Northland Towers, Southfield MI 48075,
has published a 1980-81 Philatelic Literature Price List.
Nineteen philatelic publications on Switzerland currently
are listed as available . There are NO Liechtenstein items.

If you have never participated in our own A .H .P .S . auctions
then you are missing another very good chance of adding to
your collection items at a usually very reasonable price.
AHPS auction manager Gerald S . Diamond, 60 Silver Birch Ln.
Pearl River NY 10965 is waiting for your bids (and if you
don't bid someone else will get the lots at a still better
bargain:).

The same is to be said of the 	 AHPS Circuits . While the de-
lays of TELL in the summer and fall caused a late start in
the annually-required filling out of circuit participation
forms (AND FOLLOW ALL RULES AND REGULATIONS, PLEASE), they
are now off to a good start . But do not only expect to
BUY ; submit books for sale, at your own price, because no
circuit can exist without sellers:

AND -- the Amateur Collector's Swiss Philatelist 1980 issue
is available too, for $1 .80, by air, from POB 242, Highgate,
London N6 4LW, GB . As usual it is crammed with goodies .
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By Ernst Fluri, Sigriswil (Switzerland) . Translated, with
permission of author and publishers, from the Berner

Briefmarken Zeitung, No .5/6 (May) 1980

Mail with postage due can be described properly and inter-
preted in a collection ' s or show exhibit ' s pages only if
one knows all pertinent tax or postage due regulations of
a certain country . That demands, in addition to correct ap-
plication of the actual mail taxing decrees, knowledge of
actual postal fees and tariffs . In this study only that
period is treated during which postage due was collected in
Switzerland by means of special postage due stamps . There-
fore -- since postage due stamps were not issued until July
1, 1878 -- the following observations do not treat the
first twenty-five. years of the Swiss Confederation's postal
history ; and in the case of international mail only those
agreements are scrutinized which followed the founding of
the Universal Postal Union (UPU) in 1874, in Bern.

I : RATES FOR STAMPLESS LETTER MAIL
From September 1, 1876 through the end of 1975 stampless

mail from abroad as well as from domestic points of origin
was delivered to the recipient only upon payment of a let-
ter or a card's DOUBLE basic fee . Only a few exceptionsto
this rule exist, such as in the very first years of the UPU's
existence, when "Union Countries II" (mostly transatlantic
entities) were treated differently from "Union Countries I"
(mostly European entities), as follows:

a) Through March 31, 1879:
Postage due from Union Countries Is 50 cts .;

from Union Countries II : 75 cts .;

b) From April 1, 1879 to 1887:
Postage due from Union Countries I : 50 cts .;

from Union Countries II : 65 cts .;

for totally unpaid items . On July i, 1892 these different
rates were abolished

Another exception concerns post(al) cards, according to
a decree (in effect from July 1, 1892) which stated : Tot-
ally unfranked post(al) cards are charged the SAME
fees as are collected for unfranked letters.

A third exception concerned mail from the border (limi-
trophe) regions of Germany, France, and Austria where
starting on January 10, 1899 the following applied:
Postage due for unstamped post(al) cards from border
regions is established at 20 cts.
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taxing un- or underpaid mail (domestic and foreign) has been
in use in Switzerland . It simply states:
Any un- or underpaid mail is charged a basic fee of 50 cts.

to which is added the difference of missing postage . (Thus
an unpaid letter costs 50 plus whatever the rate for inland,
CEPT countries or foreign mail, minus the amount already af-
fixed for partially paid items .)

2 : POSTAGE DUE RATES FOR UNDERPAID LETTER MAIL FROM ABROAD.
On July 1, 1875 the UPU agreements concerning deficiently

paid mail between member countries as well as member and non-
member countries became binding . Until March 31, 1879 the
same regulations applied as for similar inland mails twice
the amount of the basic postage rate was to be
collected, similar to unfranked mail, but minus the amount of affixed
postage stamps.
From April 1, 1879 to 1887 (PTT edict of September 6, 1887)

insufficiently prepaid mail was to be charged double of the
missing amount, but rounding up the deficient amount to the
next higher 5 cts . Fig.1, at left

shows an
unpaid letter of
1883 from Au-
male (?Algeria s

then considered part of
France, to Ge-
neva . Postage
should have
been 25 cts .;
postage due as-
sessed, since
France was a
UPUmember, was
50 Swiss cts.

Fig .2, below,
represents an
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underpaid post(al) card from Hadamar, Germany, to Zürich, 1880.
Paid were 5 pf ., missing 5 pf ., equal to 6¼ cts . Double that
is 12½ cts which was rounded up to the next 5 cts., or 15 cts.
due.

Fig .3
also
commanded 15 cts . postage due . This card was mailed in Feld-
kirch, in 1885, to Regensberg near Zürich and is an Austrian
2 kr . inland rather than a 5 kr . foreign rate card . Missing
were 3 kr, or 6 cts . (by some other accounting 7½

cts.). Double that amount is either 12 or 15 cts. -- the due rate charged

While Switzerland had used the UPU's directive of charging
double the amount of missing postage ever since April 1,1879,
the UPU agreement of 1878 did not become binding for all mem-
ber states until April 1, 1887.
But already on September 6, 1887, a modification of the a-

bove took effect and remained in force to June 30, 1892 Un-
derpaid mail is charged postage due of double the amount of
missing postage ; but the total may only be rounded up to the
next centime if the postage due results in fractional amounts .



Fig .4 (bottom previous page) demonstrates the modification
clearly : on the 1889 post(al) card from Worms (Germany) to
Zürich 5 pf . was paid, and 5 pf . were missing . 5 pf . trans-
lates to 6¼ cts . ; double that is 12½ cts ., and now the due
charge was only 13 cts . (and not 15 cts . as in example 2).

The only exception to this modified rule occurred when the
missing postage, doubled, added up to 4 cts . Then 5 cts . was
collected:
On July 1, 1892, and by repeat decree of January 1, 1899,
the formula was changed again. It now stated that when tax-
ing underpaid mail from abroad the amount due was always to
be rounded up to the next 5 cts . Thus the regulation of 1879
to 1887 became applicable once more . Unfortunately excepti-
ons exist from all periods because some postal clerks simply
did or could not keep up with current regulations, especial-
ly if they taxed out insufficiently franked mail from abroad
only at great intervals . In Mr, Fluri's BBZ article this is
illustrated by May, 1897 cover, franked in Paris with 24 in-
stead of 25 centimes, but taxed in Liestal near Basel only
with one (1) centime instead of 5 . The clerk obviously ap-
plied here the regulation governing underpaid inland mail
where between 1891 (Dec .1) and 1925 (June 30) only the sim-
ple difference of underpayment was charged .

Interesting
as well are
orders advis-
ing how to
use up low
and no longer
needed postage due de-

nominations*
On May 18 of
1897 the PTT
ordered all
post offices
to use up
the low 1,2
and 3 cts.
postage dues
when-and
wherever pos-
sible in a-
mounts of up
to 10 cts.
per piece of

mail. On the above letter (Fig .5) of 1897 the postmaster of
Le Locle (NE) went the decree one better . The letter had or-
iginated in Tlemcen (Oran) . Paid were 15 French cts ., and
missing were 10 French cts ., equaling 10 Swiss cts . Double
of the missing amount came to 20 cts . These were collected
after slapping on the back of the cover a block of ten of
the no longer needed 2 cts . denomination -- a very neat and
somewhat unusual, but totally legal if not even requested
way by which the low denominations were used up quickly
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Quite interesting things can occur if a letter from a for-
eign country is not delivered to the recipient and subse-
quently returned to the country of origin . Fig .6 depicts a
letter of 1896, initially sent from Berlin to Wiesbaden as a
domestic German letter, properly paid at 10 pf . The addres -
see, however, had gone to Winterthur in Switzerland, and the

letter thus
was duly for-
warded there,
and subsequent-
ly to Luzern
where it also
failed to be

delivered, but
not before a
clerk had af-
fixed double
the missing
postage of 10

pf., i.e. 25 cts.
in postage due
stamps and
canceled them

LUZERN. Before
returning the
letter

to Germany where it
seemed to have
reached the

addressee at long last, the Luzern office obliterated the 2
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postage dues by a straightline UNGULTIG (invalid), also af-
fixing a bilingual "Abgereist" (left) label . When the letter
finally reached Wiesbaden again the recipient probably did
not have to pay any postage due at all because he was back in
Germany again :
Conversely, the three items shown as Figs . 7, 8 and 9 are
apparently more regular applications of postage due taxings.
Fig .7 (previous page) is a printed-to-private-order postal
stationery envelope, used 1897 from London to Basel, with on-
ly the 1 pence postal stationery imprint as postage, instead
of a 2½ d total franking . Missing were thus 1½d, or 15 cts.
Postage due collected was twice that amount . or 30 cts.

Fig.8 shows
an inter-
esting mixed
use of postage due

stamps from
two differ-
ent issues
on the same
letter of
1913, from
theDept. of
Gironde in
France to
Lausanne,
and then
forwarded
to Chapelle
sur Moudon.
Shortpaid
by 15 French cts ., it was taxed twice that amount, or 30 cts .,
in Chapelle ; but the stamps used were two old 1 cts ., and
one new 3, 5, and 20 cts . dues each .



historian ' s or postage due specialist ' s knowledge of inter-
national monetary exchange rates at all times . The postal
card bearing 15h of Czech stamps was mailed from Marienbad
(still canceled with the old, German-only postmark) to Zürich
in 1919. Unless the Czech haleru was worth more than a Swiss
centime, the postage due collected seems to have been less
than called for, i .e . : only 5 cts . instead of 10 cts . -- or
another instance where the rule for postage deficient inland
letters was applied to a letter from abroad:
Only in 1922, on January 1, and valid through September 30,
1925 a new regulation came into effect . It stated that post-
age due for underpaid mail from abroad is subject to double
the underpaid amount, but at least 25 cts ., and the amount
must be rounded up to the next 5 cts . In mid-1924 a reduc-
tion of the minimum fee to only 20 cts . must have taken place
however ; but unfortunately the respective PTT decree has not
yet been located in the Swiss Postal Museum's documentation
collection.

Starting on October 1, 1925 the following applied : underpaid
mail from abroad is charged double the missing postage . The
minimum fee is 10 cts ., however, and any fractional amounts
are rounded up to the next 5 cts . above the amount due.

While the letter of 1925, from Thomasville GA to Geneva does
not show either of the minimum postage due applications, it
is nevertheless a nice item with postage due stamps from two
different issues : an overprinted revalued 1910 10 cts . and a
1924 20 cts . due which paid the double missing US postage of
30 . or twice 15 centimes (the US cent being worth 5 Swiss as)

The postage due to be collected, i .e . : double the missing
amount, in this case already was indicated at New York ' s
international mail transit office in form of a duplex
circle containing a bold T, plus N .Y . and a 30 centimes H
(Helvetia?) respectively .

(To be continued)
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RESULTS OF AUCTION 41--Closing June 30, 1980
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USA--DUMPING GROUND FOR UNDESIRABLE SWISS PHILATELIC
GARBAGE?

This, ladies and gentlemen, is not fiction ; it is
unadulterated truth . The findings were gathered at a
meeting with several Swiss dealers in an unnamed Swiss
locality, very recently ; and if you do not want to believe
the paragraphs below then please disregard them and keep
collecting as you have before . But don't say later:
NOBODY TOLD ME.

It has become common knowledge, as per those dealers,
that Swiss collectors who exchange or trade stamps with
U .S . counterparts, request second and third rate quality
when shopping for these transatlantic trade friends be-
cause these friends will eagerly snap up these bargains
since a) many U .S . dealers have totally empty larders when
it comes to early Swiss material, and b) because quality
consciousness in the U .S . is of a very different type than
over there . As long as a U .S . collector of Switzerland
gets his perfectly centered copy he does not mind if that
fused) copy of, say B3, has a heavy hand cancel, badly
struck, or a wavy lines machine cancel--a stamp which in
that condition is rejected by any Swiss collector in
Switzerland except perhaps a ten year old child--and
the U .S . Swiss collector may even think that he got a
bargain because his trade friend over there could get
it for him at 60% Zumstein (when 15% Zumstein might have
been appropriate) . The unhappy surprise comes only much
later when the U .S . collector finds out that his acquisi-
tion will be extremely difficult to sell, even at a
sizeable loss.

Similar observations are appropriate for stamps of
Switzerland up to 1862 . Strubels with less than three
complete margins, plus, are very difficult to dispose of
in Switzerland proper while an average U .S . collector of
Swiss earlies already drools at an out-and-out Strubel
"castrato" or Eunuch, especially if that piece should
also have a "white silk thread" instead of its customary
green or other color . Unhappily, white silk threads, in
99% of all instances, are to be found on stamps which
have remained immersed in chlorine water, or tap water
with plenty of chlorine in it, for too long a time . . .
and to pay a premium for an altered stamp is sheer non-
sense . Thue : how many white silk thread strubels do you
own? Have them expertized before you tell everyone that
you have rare items . You may own "dreck ."

Thins, tears, or ink spots on stamps of Switzerland
are making such items undesirables, or dogs, over there.
In the U .S .A ., conversely, many collectors (in an effort
to finally have a page without a blank space) will buy
these pieces and gloat over them . While this is better
than sending them to a regummer or repairer in Germany,
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who subsequently will make a first rate stamp out of that
wreck so that it may be sole at auction, somewhere, to
an unsuspecting rube at full catalog (without that rube

even taking the precaution of having the item expertized
by an acknowledged expert IN Switzerland), it is still
somewhat foolish to acquire truly bad quality stamps
unless this can be done at a tiny fraction of
catalog.

The last bit of information gathered concerns Swiss
soldiers" "stamps . " Yours truly, who owns a large
collection of Swiss military materials, including those
World War I and II labels, has a lot of fun and even
nostalgia with them ; but pay $10 for a WWI made to order,
canceled to order and unaddressed envelope? Not in my
lifetime, darling! I saw an entire trunk full of some-
times hundreds of the same items from WWI--apparently
never opened since 1920 or so . In some instances it
contained issues reported as small in such abundance that
these remnants exceeded the official figures for numbers
issued . And yours truly eventually refrained from buying
Swiss WWI made to order covers with soldier labels because
he also refrains from collecting modern U .S . FDC's (which
at least bear valid postage stamps), and even though he
could have bought them at a very low price, put them in
an AHPS auction, and made back his airline ticket with
ease, he refused to take advantage of his fellow AHPS
members . Nice, ain't it?

However, collect whatever pleases fou . You might at
least have fun, and that really is what counts heavily in
any hobby . And, after all, once you are dead you won't
care if your family or relatives sadly discover that your
"great collection" in reality was a junk heap, or a dump.

By FELIX GANZ
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((FINELY USED » _ _ _ _in Swiss opinion!
says dealer AufderMaur ;

but there are different points of view!

The above row, one notch below "superb used," represents the
quality priced in the HELVETIA CATALOG, at full catalog ; but
both rarity of the stamp and period of use of both stamp and
cancellation must be taken into consideration as well . The
above row, from left to right, represents "very fine"
to "Fine".

Machine flag or slogan cancellations on stamps off cover
rate a 40 to 90% discount from catalog prices, depending on
the age and the rarity of the stamp . Swiss collectors as a
whole consider such cancellations as "degrading" their col-
lection . -- On entire, or on a complete 9 by 4 or 10 by 5
centimeter cutout, machine cancels may command high prices,
however, depending on their clarity and scarcity.

Fragments of cancellations, spoiled or dirty and smeary
ones, as well as undefined spots or lines are producing a
type of stamp which every collector ought to eliminate from
his holdings . -- The cancellation reveals the history of a
specific stamp . Therefore the demand for "full city and
date strikes" is growing constantly . Full cancellations
also are added protection against forged cancellations.

« BULLSEYE» full city and date o
Such cancellations are very hard to find, and therefore they
command a sometimes hefty premium of about 100% . The above
items currently would sell for a minimum of $1 .20 each. For
higher priced stamps with bullseye cds, anything may go ::
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THE EYE OF THE HURRICANE . 169 pages . By Urs Schwarz . West-
view Press, Customer Service Dept ., 5500 Central Ave .,
Boulder CO 80301 . $ 18 . (June 1980)

After a quote by Winston Churchill : I put this down for
the record ; of all the neutrals, Switzerland has the
greatest right to distinction 	 etc ., the volume deals

with such aspects as : Electing the General ; Secret Agree-
ments for Survival ; The Hurricane Breaks Loose ; Fortress
Switzerland ; The War Economy ; A Twofold Blockade ; Spies in
the Fortress ; A Country's Privilege and Burden ; Strong-
hold of Humanity ; Negotiating Surrender in Italy ; Deter-
rence Achieved.

The author served in the Swiss Army during part of the
times described . Later, he was a journalist and correspon-
dent stationed in Berlin, and from 1942 to 1965 he was the
foreign editor of Switzerland's prestigious NeueZürcher
Zeitung. Therefore he obviously knows what he is writing

about . He possesses a law degree from Harvard University,
was founding director of the International Press Institute
and has become known for such works as John F . Kennedy,
American Strategy:ANew Perspective ; and Confrontation &
Intervention in the Modern World.

Anyone interested in the background information on how
Switzerland managed to avoid being swallowed by the Axis
powers during World War II should not hesitate ordering
this extremely informative volume.	 FG

According to the American Swiss Review (New York) of late
October, the National Bank of Switzerland is recalling, as
of May 1, 1980, the following bank notes (in parenthesis,
the design):

5 Fr . of 1914 (William Tell)
10 Fr . of 1956 (Gottfried Keller)
20 Fr . of 1956 (General Dufour)
50 Fr . of 1957 (Apple Harvest)

100 Fr . of 1957 (St, Martin)
500 Fr . of 1957 (Fountain of Youth)

1000 Fr . of 1957 (Dance of Death)

In their stead the new series of notes, in the denomina-
tions of 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 SFr ., featuring
heads and achievements of famous Swiss will be the only
one accepted for payments by places of business after Oc-
tober 31, 1980 . The National Bank of Switzerland, how-
ever, will redeem all recalled notes until April 30,2000.

(Better check in your "vacation wallet if you still own
some now no longer accepted, though still valid Swiss
bank notes .)
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"YOUNG SWISS COUPLE FACE ESPIONAGE TRIAL

IN BITTERSWEET PLOT "

—
L—From The Indianapolis Star, October 4, 1980_/

Bern, Switzerland (UPI)- Federal counterespionage
agents have tracked down a young man and his girlfriend
suspected of trying to sell Swiss chocolate secrets to
the Soviet Union and China, the Justice Ministry said
Friday . The unnamed couple will go on trial.

A ministry spokesman said the 20-year-old man and
his 19-year-old fiancée offered to sell the recipes for
40 different kinds of chocolates.

"They were held under arrest for three days but are
now free ending legal action on charges of attempted
economic espionage on behalf of foreign powers," the
spokesman said.

"The whole affair is more funny than serious, but
the law is the law," the spokesman said.

The couple offered the chocolate secrets in letters
sent in mid-August to the Soviet and Chinese embassies
in Ber, the Swiss capital, a statement said.

Similar letters were sent to the East German and
Saudi Arabian embassies.

Justice ministry officials declined to reveal how
police--who then alerted the counterespionage service--
learned of the letters.

"We can't g ive out that kind of information," the
ministry spokesman said.

Switzerland takes economic espionage very seriously
and officials at first were reluctant to give any details
at all about the affair.

They finally disclosed that the would-be chocolate
spies worked for the Suchard candy company, the girl as
an apprentice.

Government officials said the man faces prosecution
for trying to sell industrial secrets while the girl
probably will be charged with being an accomplice.

"The charges will in all likelihood be less severe
than normal because no information actually changed
hands," one official said.

Switzerland takes a fairly benign attitude towards
foreign spies--as long as the agents spy on each other
and net on the Swiss . With few political or military
secrets to hide, the Swiss take particular exception to
foreign spies out to obtain industrial information .
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A lot of dealers are grumbling ; a lot of collectors are quite
angry ; the PTT is moderately red-faced ; and plenty of col-
lectors "know nothing " about it altogether . What happened was

'this : as a very
special souve-
nir of their
own postage
stamp printing
works the PTT
decided to is-
sue a booklet
containing not
only a block
of four of each
of the four
denominations
of the 1980
PTT commemor-
ativeset, plus
matching text,
in a very at-
tractive multi-
colored cover,
but added, on
the last page,

a denomination-less, gummed label sheetlet with inscriptions
to the fact that the PTT Printing Works were 50 years old,
in Italian, German, English, and French, as shown at left,
with an illustration of what was one of the finalist design
submissions back in 1960-61 for the high denominations . At
the time the still available "Evangelists" were given the
nod for actual stamp production . The artist for that design
(it measures 48x58 mm) was U . Huber- Bavier, and the steel
engraver famous Karl Bickel . Colors are dark and light green,
yellow, lavender, and white . Please note : THERE IS NO DENOM-
INATION ; the sheet cost nothing and has no postal validity.

But somehow word DID get out, and before you could say WHAT,
practically all folders containing stamps at a face value
of Fr .8.40, but selling for Fr .10 . were snapped up -- now re-
tailing already at Fr .40 ., with speculation's end for anon-
value nowhere in sight . The booklet itself was printed in 4
different languages, and it seems that the English version
is shortest in numbers . . .unless it is true that dealers' or-
ders from outside the country amounted to hoarding the Eng-
lish version . But by now all four versions are sold out.
Your reviewer received his one and only sample from a rel-
ative who by sheer chance had gone to the Basel philatelic
office and suspected that yours truly might like such a
souvenir By the time the philatelic press carriedthe PTT
announcement of the souvenirs, they were no longer to be
had ; and many orders were returned unfilled . Dealers, ac-
cording to the PTT, could not buy this souvenir in bulk.
I advise AGAINST paying fancy prices for this .

	

F.Ganz
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THE POSTAL STATIONERY CORNER
By FELIX GANZ

"For the Address Only" Imprints on Swiss Postcards

The average collector of Swiss postal stationery, af-
ter having assembled a number of postal cards of 1888-
1905 (5 cts . inland rate and 10 cts . foreign rate) will
suddenly notice that two apparently identical cards are
NOT identical . . . and out comes the ruler . Sure enough,
the length of the imprint, in French at left, German at
top, and Italian at right, proves to be different ; and
with proper luck, eventually you will come across at
least one sample of the seven possible combinations known
to be in existence . After a while of looking and actual
measuring, you will also be able to guess the respective
lengths of these imprints correctly . . . and then you are
suddenly a specialist who will finger a dealer's stock
feverishly, in search of ever new varieties . (Fig . 1)

These varieties and combinations are duly recorded in
Zumstein Swiss Postal Stationery Catalogue, sixth edition,
1975, and they will be listed again in the seventh edition
expected for the spring of 1981 . Every time this cata-
logue is reissued, a few more imprint combination finds
are recorded, and additional discoveries are still a pos-
sibility (though ever more remote).

The French text, reading up at left, is either 37mm
or 40 mm long . The German text, under the cards' other
printing, can measure 31½ or 33½ mm . The Italian text,
normally reading down at right (but which exists reading
up on the reply card of 1888/89 ; Fig 2) comes in the two
varieties of 43 or 46 mm .
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To avoid eyestrain, and to expedite cataloguing by
types I through VII, I have found that an hour's worth of
preparing your own guide card saves many hours later on
(Fig . 3).* On this guide are drawn, in dark ink and at the
proper positions (left, right, and top) lines in the ex-
act length of the measurements given above, and in the
center I have glued a xerox from the Zumstein catalogue,
p . 39, which gives the respective combinations and their
prices . You can instead, as shown here for reasons of
possible copyright infringements caused by my own, pri-
vate guide, simply stick in the center of your gauge a
quick, typed reference to the seven types.

Mercifully, some of the cards are known in only one
type . Known in Type I only are the 5 cts . and 10 cts.
double cards of 1888-89, with "fat cross" in the value
tablet (and without printing date at lower left) and the
5 cts. and 10 cts . double cards of 1890, similar to the
previous ones, but with printing date in the lower left
corner . The 10 cts . single card of 1888-89 is also known
only in Type I.

The 5 cts . card of 1888-89 and the 5 cts . and 10 cts.
cards of 1890 (similar to the double cards of these years)
exist in five or six different imprint combinations, de-
pending on the issue . The "thin cross" cards of 1892
(single and double cards) are known in from two to four
types ; and the 1905 single cards (with sender's rectangle
at lower left) come in two types for the 10 cts . value,
but only in Type III for the 5 cts.

* SEE PAGE 184
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Also in existence are a number of officially issued
postal cards with added, private pictorial embellishments,
such as the 1891 cards issued on the occasion of
Switzerland's founding six centuries earlier . Of that card it is
known that different basic card types were used (and also
different printing dates) to produce the relatively small
number of quasi-commemorative semi-official cards (Fig 4).

Other semi-official cards currently are reported as
being known in only one date and imprint type (Opening of
the Yverdon-Ste . Croix Railway, 1894 ;

	

Cantonal
Trade Fair Zurich, 1894 ; Independence of Vaud Canton,
1898 ; Viticulture Festival Locarno, 1901 ; and Opening of
the Simplon Tunnel, 1905 and 1906) ; but surprises never
cease . It is therefore worthwhile checking through one's
own collection to verify Zumstein's accuracy and/or com-
pleteness, and to report omissions.

Should you also want to specialize in the date
imprints, the field becomes very large, because some of
these cards were reprinted, each time with a different
date, more than fifty times!

TURN PAGE FOR FIGURE 3 TYPE GUIDE!!!
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THE T-PARTY NO . 4

THE FEDERAL REVENUE STAMPS

Inasmuch as there is no catalogue of Swiss revenue
stamps in English we have to suffer with the German and
French for the time being . Some specialized information
has been compiled in Italian but is not of much value
for us . Accordingly, those of us who are not linguists
must learn some of the words that are used . In this
comment I am going to tell you a bit about the Federal
stamps and these are referred to as "Eidgenossische
Verwaltungsmarken ." The word "Eidgenosse" is a good one
to keep in mind because it really means a group that is
bound together by an oath and I think it designates the
Confederacy as well.

You should see the word and its variations in ref-
erences to the Federal stamps . "Verwaltungsmarken" means
administration stamps.

The listing in Schaufelberger indicates that the
Federal Government issued stamps from 1914 onward . I
have seen stamps which were canceled in 1964 but I have
not tried to investigate beyond then . There are suffi-
cient varieties to collect between 1914 and 1964 to keep
all of us busy and there is a shortage of information on
the earlier as well as the later ones.

A collector of Swiss stamps who wishes to augment or
ornament his collection with a good representation of
Swiss Federal fiscal stamps should acquire the most
important types from the standpoint of usage . These are,
in the order of their listing in Schaufelberger:

Obligationen

Wechselstempel

Consulardienst

These are stamps for bonds and notes, money exchange
documents and consular fees . I have omitted lottery,
passport and border office stamps as well as luxury and
cigarette paper stamps.

There is nothing which prevents one from acquiring
and collecting the passport stamp s, but there are over
two dozen different types and countless varieties most
of which are high priced because they are also considered
soldiers' stamps . They were issued out of Swiss offices
at different frontier locations, mountain passes, etc.
during and right after World War I . They are very in-
teresting because they are all sizes, varieties of
typography, colors, methods of printing, etc ., but there
is little by way of uniformity which would move an order-
ly person to want to try to mount them in an attractive
display .
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For the most part they were applied to documents
which enabled people to travel under the watchful eye
of the Federal government . And speaking of travel, for
some dozen or so years after World War I the League of
Nations in Switzerland issued scamps for the travel
documents of the thousands of dazed nationless refugees
shuffling their way from country to country in Europe.
These stamps were the hard-to-get Nansens which, although
originating in Switzerland have not been classified as
Swiss revenue stamps in any lists I have seen . Rather
they have been catalogued in an afterthought Supplement
in De Nagistris' catalogue of the AMG Revenue Stamps.
These might be an intriguing adjunct to your Swiss col-
lection--especially if you are interested in the stamps
of Geneva.

As for the lottery, cigarette paper and luxury
stamps, these must be the most uninteresting of all Swiss
revenues . Collect them if you will, but so far as I am
concerned their position in the hierarchy of important
stamps is way down at the bottom.

There is only one issue of the bonds and notes
stamps, issued in 1915 . It is a series of fourteen dif-
ferent values on a beautiful stamp that makes a nice
display . The ancient warrior's modernized head with his
battle axe gives the stamp a fresh appearance that seems
to belie its 65 year age . The same stamp with an over-
print in French : "Service Consulaire Taxes," was used
for consular purposes before the definitive stamps that
were specifically intended for consular use . The basic
stamp is printed in three languages.

The most numerous of the Federal revenue stamps are
the Wechselstempel stamps or foreign exchange . Swit-
zerland has always been involved in finance and the ex-
change of currency and the heavy issuance of these
stamps attests to that . They are not too hard to find
and even the 100 franc values are not expensive .
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They come in basically two types, the first of which
is quite ornate and literally flowery edelweiss while
the second is an elegant one with a modernized sheaf of
wheat . The first type was issued between 1915 and the
middle or late twenties . The second came out in 1939
and was produced into the sixties . Both have all three
languages on the stamps.

The earlier type had red values and came in grey,
lilac and brown . The second type had red values and
came in red-brown and green (1939) on white paper ; brown
on green paper (the 1940's) ; light orange and light
green on white paper (the 1950's) ; and I have stamps
cancelled in 1960 and 1964 that are red on white paper.

If you are interested, there is a great variety of
paper textures, some different watermarks, silk threads,
etc . in these stamps which invite study.

The 1915 variety of these stamps was also over-
printed "Service Consulaire Immatriculation" and used
along with the warrior's head stamps in the consular
service before definitives were issued . These are quite
desirable stamps to have for one's collection but still
not too expensive.

Finally, the regular consular stamps are enjoyable
to collect . They are marked "Immatriculation" which
means registration and "Chancellerie" which means the
official headquarters . I am not certain of the difference
in their manner of use, but documents t have seen do not
seem to differentiate between them . And speaking of docu-
ments, these are really intriguing and display nicely
as tied pieces. For example, I have pieces with bisects,
with different combination of stamps, and with consular
imprints from many glamorous places throughout the world .
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The designs of these stamps are simple but to the
point, each one being dominated by a Swiss cross and
light rays . You will find Mercury's staff, and electric
locomotive or an Alpine lake with a steamer on these
stamps . The first series of five values had the let-
tering in an oval and the lake steamer . The lettering
included "Immatriculation ." The perforations were 12
and 11 also differing by color . The second series had
the locomotive and Mercury's staff, the perforation
being 12 and the text now reading "Chancellerie ." The
locomotive was with oval lettering in straight lines.
There are perf . 11 stamps of the high values, especially
the 20 francs which comes in at least four distinctly
different colors.

Aside from the basic stamps there are the over-
prints . Schaufelberger lists five changed value over-
prints, but there are many more unlisted .

	

I have at
least seven different kinds in my collection . They
should not be hard to find.

By M . N . THALER
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1980 -- COMMUNAL ARMS . III:

This time around, communities in Neuchâtel, Valais,
Grisons and Nidwalden cantons have the honor of having their
local coats of arms depicted.

20& 10 cts . : CORTAILLOD NE, with about 3600 inhabitants.
Best known are the town ' s principally white wines -- with
a slightest hint of natural carbonation . (One drinks these
to a fondue .) . The town itself is situated on Lake Neuchâ-
tel, about 5 miles southwest of the canton's capital, and
accessible by trolley car and train . On the community's
acreage very important neolithic and bronze age lake dwel-
lings were discovered . The vineyards are cited in 998 ; the
town itself in 1260 . Arms : Vert a cross formy Argent
surmounted by a crescent contourné Or.

40& 20 cts . : SIERRE VS . (In German : SIDERS.) Located in
the central plain of the Valais, north Aide

	

of the
Rhone river, Sierre is the county seat of Sierre district.

It counts about 13,700 inhabitants and has a history going
back to Roman times when most likely it was a way station
of the Roman courier system across the Alps . In 515 A .D.
it was given to the ancient monastery of St .Maurice by the
Burgundian king Sigismund . Some call it a walled town,
others only an age-old fortified market place . Fabulous
medieval towers and a castle remain . Located almost on the
language border between French and German, Sierre at pre-
sent is known chiefly for its marvellous wines . Arms:
Gules a radiant sun Or, traceable back to 1446 .
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70& 30 cts . : SCUOL/SCHULS GR . Located in the lower En-
gadine valley, the community ' s arms : Or a basin Sable
spouting four jets of water Azure and Argent, clearly

indicate that the town and its surroundings (Tarasp) have
an abundance of mineral springs sought out by people with
a variety of ailments said to be curable by such waters.
A convent may have been the earliest dwelling in that area
mentioned in the late 11th century . Under the important
noble A Porta family this Romansch speaking village (cur-
rently numbering 1700 inhabitants) converted to Protes-
tantism during the Reformation period, and two local pas-
tors translated the Bible into Romansch in 1679 . Scuol
also is the starting point for excursions into the Swiss
National Park, by way of the Scarl valley.

80& 40 cts . : WOLFENSCHIESSEN NW, at present numbers 1650
inhabitants and is located in the valley leading from Lake
Lucerne to Engelberg (Aa river) . Its chief architectural
attraction, the Lussy Höchhus, is depicted on the 70 cts.
brown, regular issue stamp of 1968 . Formerly, several for-
tified mansions of noble families existed in that area.
The town is named after their former lords, the nobles of
Wolfenschiessen, mentioned as early as 1178 and extinct in
1386 . There is some cheese, tourist, and weaving industry.
Arms : Azure a wolf rampant Argent transfixed by an arrow
Or, were adopted in 1850 from the noble family's Crest.

POSTSCRIPT TO THE SWISS PRO JUVENTUTE 1980 ISSUE.

As usual, a special stamp booklet, containing eight semi-
postals of 20 and 40 cts . each also will be issued . It
costs Fr . 7 .80 and will be delivered to anyone (includ-
ing subscribers) ONLY upon special order at the GD-PTT ' s
Philatelic Office at Parkterrasse 10, 3030 BERN .190



Because of Liechtenstein's boycott of the Moscow Summer
Olympics, that special issue was destroyed, and only a
handful of mint stamps, sent to philatelic journalists
and not returned in spite of pleas by the country's phil-
atelic director, remain . (These journalists have been
placed on a "black list" and will never receive Liechten-
stein stamps or announcements again .).

As a result of the above, four issues appeared all togeth-
er on 8 September, 1980 : a single 80 Rp., celebrating the
50th anniversary of the Liechtenstein Postal Museum (and
indirectly the 50th anniversary of the Liechtenstein col-
lectors' association) ; three values (20,50,80) depicting
Alpine farm implements ; three values (80, 90, 1 .10) with
reproductions of early hunting weapons ; and three denom-
inations (40,70,80) with national costumes and customs.

On December 9 the final issues of Liechtenstein's 1980
output will be available . One, with four denominations of
40,50,80 and 150 Rappen pays hommage to Liechtenstein's
important forests through the seasons . In order are shown :
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beech trees with new spring leaves, in Matrula forest;
sturdy evergreens in the unmanaged and not easily acces-
sible Valorsch valley ; fall colors in the mixed tree
forest near Schaan; and Oberplanken forest in dead winter.

Forests are of extraordinary importance to Liechtenstein.
Without them, especially the steep slopes rising out of
the Rhine valley would be barren, devoid of spring water,
and dangerous to the villages below . With them not only
these dangers are eliminated, but a considerable forest
management industry has been established in the country.

The other issue is best called "1980 Christmas Stamps ."
Georg Malin, creator of 54 previous Liechtenstein stamps
since 1963, produced a trio (20,50,80 Rp .) of Christmas-
related designs : Angel's Message to the Shepherds ; the
Manger ; and Epiphany, all multicolored, modern, and yet
immediately attractive.

A special cancellation, in use only on the first day of
issue, depicts three evergreens surmounted by a star.
It will be used in Vaduz .

was produced for sub-
scribers to Swiss speci-

al cancellations . By mistake, a cancellation honoring the
Liechtenstein Collectors Society, to be used in Vaduz on-
ly, was furnished ON SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS -- quite a goof .
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THIS IS THE PROPERLY AFFIXED LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIAL POSTMARK

ON LIECHTENSTEIN, FROM VADUZ . The cover is self-explanatory

by its cachet (in gold, black, red and blue) . Also shown,

superimposed on this cover, is the special machine slogan

used for the same event.

AND THIS IS THE GOOF COVER : : It was furnished via Bern's

Swiss Philatelic Service -- already an anomaly since Liech-

tenstein has a totally independent postal system (although

cancellations apparently are manufactured via Bern) -- AND

ON CURRENT SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS . . . a "two country" item of

AMUSING INCONSISTENCY . No break of diplomatic relations has

been reported between the two countries as of yet :
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TEXT OF APS SLIDE PROGRAM
46 . Pax Stamps

	

6Y HARLAN F STONE

The conclusion of World War II in 1945 brought forth
one of Switzerland's most attractive and famous sets of
stamps, the Fax issue, named after its Latin inscription
for "Peace ." On the three high values from the series,
the great Swiss stamp engraver Karl Bickel created master-
ful designs that surpassed even his own many earlier
philatelic works . The crocuses, gnarled hands of his
mother folded in prayer, and heads of his mother and
father are universal symbols of renewed hope through peace.

47. Booklet Pane Sheet

Se-tenant and tete-beche stamps are common in Swit-
zerland, and for a very good reason . The arrangement of
sheets containing both types enabled the postal administra-
tion to make maximum use of the sheets for the production
of booklets with panes of six stamps . Five years after
booklets first went on sale in 1904, the postal administra-
tion had worked out the printing arrangement shown here

to permit the use of 90 out of the 100 spaces in a sheet
for stamps . The left hand selvage served as the margin
needed for stapling the first three vertical rows into
booklets . The blank fourth row provided the margin
needed to bind panes of stamps from the fifth through seventh
rows . Because the eighth through the tenth rows were
printed upside down in a tete-beche arrangement, the
right-hand selvage became the margin for binding these
sheets with stamps in two denominations . The resulting
se-tenant panes allowed booklets with combinations of
stamps needed to meet several current postal rates.

48. Interspace Stamps

To prevent counterfeiters from using the blank row
from these booklet sheets for printing stamps, the Swiss
Postal Administration at first punched a circular hole in
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each blank . Since this was a hand operation with a metal
punch and hammer, the holes are irregular in circumference.
Later the postal administration perforated the blanks
down the middle, and finally adopted the current procedure
of printing zig-zag lines on them.

49. Technology Stamps

In 1949 the Swiss Postal Administration issued a
definitive series on technology . These 12 stamps show a
variety of engineering feats, most of them associated with
the country's waterways and mountains . The two here re-
late to Switzerland's postal services . The 15-centime
stamp portrays a powerful rotary snow plow used to keep
mountain roads open in winter, and the 35-centime stamp
shows two postal buses approaching a hair-pin curve from
tunnels on a mountain road.

50. Mobile Post Office Stamps

Switzerland's postal buses serve two purposes . Most
of them provide the postal links with otherwise isolated
villages high in the mountain valleys . Since 1937 a few
mobile post offices have been used to help handle the
large quantities of mail sent by visitors from exhibitions
and other special events . Special stamps were issued in
1937, 1946, and 1953 for use mainly by the mobile post
offices . The post card shows one of the specially-
equipped mobile post office buses in the 1930's .



51 . Automobile Cancellations

Special cancellations ap p lied by the mobile post of-
fices at special events came into use in 1937 . Accom-
panying these cancellations are cachets that identify and
often illustrate the events . The circular date stamps
designate the mobile cost offices that processed the mail.
For example, the early postmarks at the to p contain the
number "1" in their circular texts . The lower examples
show postmarks from mobile post offices number "2" and

"3 ." Note also how the cachets progress from the simple
two-line text in red at the top to the much larger and
more elaborate cachets with pictorial elements .
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52 . Special and Publicity Cancellations

Several other distinctive types of modern cancel-
lations exist on Swiss mail besides those applied by the
mobile post offices . Making up one major category are
the special postmarks authorized for use in different
local post offices for limited periods to commemorate
local events . The first appeared in 1650 for a federal
shooting match in Geneva . Another category of cancella-
tions comprises the Swiss publicity postmarks, a series
of large circular pictorial handstamps issued to different
towns that pay for them to help publicize their tourist
attractions.
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53 . Machine Cancellations

Many machine cancellations also have appeared on Swiss
mail since 1911 . These fall into several groups : can-
cellations containing no words ; those publicizing the
country's postal, telephone, and telegraph services ; those
with slogans urging participation in events or programs
for the benefit of the public ; those advertising Swiss
resorts and tourist attractions ; and those commemorating
special events, including expositions, anniversaries,
conferences, music festivals, and sports competitions .
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